Differentiating benign nevi from malignant melanoma using DNA microdensitometry and karyometry and maturation: a zonal comparison, correlation and multivariate analysis.
To evaluate the diagnostic effectiveness of cytometric features of DNA microdensitometry, karyometry (nuclear morphometry) and maturation and their combinations in separating benign nevi from malignant melanomas. Tumor cells were measured from each of the superficial, middle and deep zones of 81 melanocytic lesions using video image analysis for nuclear DNA content, chromatin compactness, and nuclear size and shape variables. There were 27 banal compound melanocytic nevi, 20 dysplastic compound nevi, 10 Spitz nevi and 24 malignant melanomas (MM). Maturation of cells with depth into the dermis was also studied by comparing cells from superficial to deep zones. MM showed distinct characteristics of DNA microdensitometry, karyometry and maturation as compared to all groups of benign nevi. There were overall close correlations between nuclear DNA content variables and nuclear size parameters in the total group of 81 lesions. However, there were fewer significant correlations between the various indices in the group of melanomas alone. Using multivariate discriminant analysis, up to 97% of the lesions could be correctly separated as benign or malignant by a combination of five key microdensitometric, karyometric and maturation parameters. DNA microdensitometry, karyometry and maturation parameters have independent abilities in identifying individual malignant melanomas. Coevaluation of various cytometric features and maturation profiles offers better diagnostic ability in separating benign nevi from MM.